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Abstract 

The well-known GRONWALL lemma often serves as a major tool for the anal- 

ysis of time-dependent problems via energy methods. However, there is the 

need for a similar tool when considering temporal discretizations of evolution- 

ary problems. 

With the paper in hand, the author wishes to give an overview of some 

discrete versions of the GRONWALL lemma and presents a unified approach. 

In particular, new discrete versions of the lemma in its differential form and 

their application, showing decay behaviour for discretized parabolic problems, 

are studied. 

These versions give effective tools for the stability and error analysis of the 

temporal semi-discretization of parabolic problems covering non-homogeneous 

problems as well as approximations with variable step sizes. 

Keywords GRONWALL-type inequality, differential inequality, difference inequal- 

ity, parabolic differential equation, temporal discretization, EULER method 

Mathematics subject classification 26D10, 26D15, 39A12, 65M12 

1 Introduction 

Stability analysis and a priori estimates for the exact solution to parabolic problems 

often lead to an initial value problem for an ordinary differential inequality that 

reads as 

A 

d 
Heol + elle@ir < lig@Ie. t>0, (1.1a) 

Ju(0)| = |uol, (1.1b) 

where u = u(t): Rf - V C F is the function analysed and g = g(t): Rf > V*, 
uo € H are given. Here, the set of real numbers is denoted by R whereas its subset 

of nonnegative numbers is denoted by Rg = R* U {0}. The set of positive integers 
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will be denoted by N. The spaces (V, || - ||), (H,|- |) are suitable BANACH spaces 
with a continuous embedding (POINCARE-FRIEDRICHS inequality): 

Ja>O0VWeEV:  |vl < allel. (1.2) 

The function g represents a right hand side of the underlying parabolic problem, 

measured in the dual norm |] - ||, (V* denotes the dual space to V). However, in 
some applications, |g(t)| appears rather than ||g(t)||. if g is somewhat “better”, say 
g € A. 

Moreover, the parameter jz > 0 comes from the ellipticity (strong positiveness) of 

the underlying differential operator and reflects in some sense the problem’s compli- 

cation: for a singular perturbed problem,  < 1 is characteristic, whereas diffusion 

dominates if pw > 1. 

For what we have in mind, the heat equation, describing the non-stationary 

process of heat conduction in a domain Q, may serve as a simple example: 

u—V-pVu=f, 

where u = u(x,t) is the (scaled) temperature with a given initial temperature field 
u(-,0) = up and vanishing temperature at the boundary, and f = f(z,t) is the 

quotient of heat production per time and mass unit and the specific heat. The 

coefficient 4 = p(a,t) > 0 is the heat conductivity, a material constant that is 

positive due to the second law of thermodynamics, divided by specific heat and 

mass density. 

Multiplying the equation by u, integrating over 2 with integration by parts, and 

applying CAUCHY-SCHWARZ’, POINCARE-FRIEDRICHS’, and YOUNG’S inequality 

leads, under suitable assumptions, to the differential inequality 

d 2 = 2 ae 2 < fwae +7 [(Vujde << [| far, 
dt Ja Q pL Jo 

where fi := inf.) u(x,t) > 0. 
This inequality is of structure (1.1) with V = Hj(Q), H = L?(Q), and norms 

chosen appropriately. Here, L?(Q) denotes the usual LEBESGUE space and Hj(Q) 

the SOBOLEV space of functions in L?((Q) whose generalized first derivatives also lie 

in L?(Q). 

By integration, we easily derive from (1.1) an a priori estimate at (almost) each 
time level t € Rg, 

jul? +f uts)[Pds < ual? +f lig(s) Ia. (13) 
This gives stability w. r. t. the maximum in time norm of u = u(t), considered as an 
abstract function mapping into H, as well as the L?-norm of u = u(t), considered 

as a function mapping into V. 

However, we may use the continuous embedding V <> H in the course of the 

analysis: With (1.1) and (1.2), we have 

d a2 a2 d LL (ome june) = et (Zhuo + Sao?) 
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a2 d a2 <a! (Ful? + wla@)lP) < et Jal 
By integration, we then arrive at the estimate desired 

t 

lull? se Mul? + fet IIg(s) | ds (1.4) 
that holds for (almost) all t € Rg and gives a somewhat improved estimate w. r. t. 

the norm |- |. Simultaneously, the estimate shows exponential decay whenever the 

right-hand side g is suitable. To be more precise, the upper bound of |u(t)| is 
decreasing with time ¢ for suitable g, say ||g(t)||« is bounded for (almost) all t in the 
time interval under consideration. 

The estimate above can be only achieved by using the differential form (1.1) of 
the problem that provides more information than the integral inequality (1.3). We 

shall refer to (1.4) as an application of the GRONWALL lemma in differential form 
as it will be formulated in Proposition 2.2. 

Let us now consider a discretization in time of the underlying parabolic problem 

or even of inequality (1.1) itself by means of the implicit EULER scheme. We then 

come up with an estimate of the form 

n+i)2 _ |u|? 

ee elute < ig, m=O, (1.5) 
where u” ~ u(tn), n = 0,1,..., tn = nAt, At > 0, and u®, g” ~ g(tn) are given. 

The question arising immediately is: Are there any estimates similar to those of the 

continuous problem? 

Summation over n leads from (1.5) to 

n n 

Ju" + At YE |Iul||? < [ul + At Di |ig’ lf, n= 1, 2, ... (1.6) 
j=l j=l 

that is similar to estimate (1.3) of the continuous case, and again gives stability, 

now for the discrete solution. 

However, using the embedding (1.2) as well as some discrete version of GRON- 

WALL’s lemma, we are able to prove the estimate 

n 

jul? < (1+ SA ju)? + At S714 cane Ig2, n=1,2,... (1.7) 
j=l 

that is analogous to estimate (1.4) of the continuous case, and indeed shows decay 

of the stability constants with increasing number of time steps. 

Again, for this estimate, we have to use the original difference form (1.5) and, 

therefore, we will refer to it as an application of the GRONWALL lemma in difference 

form, that is a discrete version of the lemma in differential form. It will be stated 

in Proposition 3.1 and in the more general Proposition 3.3. 

We are faced with the same demand for discrete analogues when considering not 

the discrete solution but the error e” = u(t,)—u”. For the discretization error e”, an 
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inequality of essentially the same structure as (1.5) can be derived from estimating 

e” in terms of the consistency error. 

Besides the applications above, we often need to apply the GRONWALL lemma 

when studying nonlinear problems or parabolic problems for which the underlying 

differential operator is not strongly positive but satisfies a GARDING inequality. 

Instead of the estimates (1.1) or (1.3), we then have modified estimates with an 
additional term « |u(t)|? or « Jj |u(s)|?ds, resp., on the right hand side, where k > 0 
is a given constant. Again, there is the need for counterparts of such estimates in the 

time discrete case. ‘The lemmata, which have to be used here, are those in integral 

or sum form and will be stated in Proposition 2.1 and 4.1. 

In the next section, we recall the GRONWALL lemma in its original and nowadays 

well-known integral as well as in its differential form and discuss the difference 

between them. In particular, we emphasize on a sign assumption that is necessary 

for the integral but not for the differential version. Although the latter one might 

be not found running explicitly under the name GRONWALL lemma, some authors 

use the idea behind, cf. e. g. TEMAM [10], THOMEE [12]. The integral version and 
extensions of it have been studied in detail and in different context by many authors. 

We refer e. g. to BRUNNER/VAN DER HOUWEN [1] and the references cited there. 

In Section 3, we turn to discrete versions of the lemma in its differential form. 

As to the knowledge of the author, those versions are not known from the literature. 

We consider difference inequalities that can be derived from an original differential 

inequality by means of the implicit or explicit EULER scheme or the more general 

§-method. By this, the second order CRANK-NICOLSON scheme is covered, too. 

In a further section, we deal with a discrete version of the lemma in its inte- 

gral form. Indeed, the GRONWALL lemma in sum form is rather known from the 

literature and many authors make use of it, cf. e. g. GIRAULT/RAVIART [5], BRUN- 
NER/VAN DER HOUWEN [I]. 

The results of both, Section 3 and Section 4, apply to the case of variable step 

sizes. However, as with the integral version, the sum form has a sign restriction which 

does not appear with the difference form. Moreover, there may appear restrictions 

on the step sizes we carefully take into account. 

Finally, results will be applied to a linear parabolic problem in an abstract set- 

ting. This covers linear partial differential operators with constant in time coeffi- 

cients satisfying a GARDING inequality and problems with non-homogeneous right- 

hand side. ‘The numerical methods analysed are the backward EULER scheme with 

variable time steps as well as the general #-method. Again, we will also focus on 

step size restrictions appearing. The application to problems with time-dependent 

coefficients is left out here and will be considered in forthcoming research. 

Although the lemmata presented and their proofs might be simple, they give 

effective tools in the analysis of numerical approximations to evolutionary problems. 

It has been tried throughout the proofs of the propositions to employ a unified 

approach that shows the similarities of the continuous and the discrete case. 
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2 GRONWALL’s lemma in integral and differential 

form 

Let us first recall the GRONWALL lemma both in its integral, cf. e. g. WLOKA [13], 
Dautray/LIons [2], as well as differential form.' 

In the following for an interval S C R, let L'(9) and L®(S) denote the usual 
LEBESGUE spaces, and W'!(S) the usual SOBOLEV space of all L'(.$)-functions 
whose generalized derivative lies in L'(.S). Furthermore, C(S) denotes the space of 
continuous functions. Finally, if T = oo, the interval is [0, 7’) instead of [0, 7). 

Proposition 2.1 (GRONWALL lemma: integral form) 

Let T € Rt U {co}, a, b € L©(0,T) and \ € L'(0,T), A(t) > 0 for almost all 
t € [0,7]. Then, 

t 
a(t) < b(t) +/ A(s)a(s)ds a. e. in [0,7] (2.1) 

0 

implies for almost all t € [0,7] 

t 
a(t) < b(t) + / MOM) \(5)b(s)ds , (2.2) 

0 

where A(t) := fj A(r)dr. If be Wt1(0,7), it follows 

t 
a(t) < edb ((0) +/ eN9H(s)ds) . (2.3) 

0 

Moreover, if b is a monotonically increasing, continuous function, it holds 

a(t) < AMD(t). (2.4) 

Proof Since a, b € L®(0,T) and \ € L'(0,T), the integrals appearing are well- 

defined. 

Let 

a(t) =e | " \(s)a(s)ds. 

Then, for almost all t € [0,7], the estimate 

a(t) =e X(t) (at - [ “A(s)a(s)ds) < oO \(£)d(t) 

holds due to (2.1) and A(t) > 0. With a(0) = 0 by definition, integration over t 
leads to t 

a(t) < / eA) \(s)b(s)ds. 
0 

Recalling assumption (2.1) as well as the definition of @, we then arrive at 

eA) (a(t) — b(t)) < oe A(t) [ A(s)a(s)ds = a(t) < [ eA®) \(s)b(s)ds 

'The lemma was first mentioned in GRONWALL [6] by T. Hakon Grénvall (1877 —1932) himself, 
originally in integral form.



that gives us the wanted estimate (2.2). 
As b is differentiable, inequality (2.3) follows immediately via integration by 

parts: 

[eOs)0(3)ds = [-e*asy]! +f eA)b'(s)ds 

t 
—e~ b(t) + d(0) + | e(9)O!(s)ds. 

0 

Note here, that W''(0,t) < C((0, t]) for all t, 0 <t < T, cf. ZEIDLER [14]. 
Finally, let b be monotonically increasing and continuous. We then derive from 

(2.2), in virtue of A(t) > 0, the estimate 

a(t) < Dd(t) (+f eA \(s)ds) = b(t) (: 4 Alt) [4 (-e) is) 

= b(t) (1 +e (-e MY 41) = eM) 

that proves (2.4). ft 

Obviously, the assumption A(t) > 0 a. e. in [0,7] is of essential importance and 
cannot be omitted as the following counterexample shows. 

Example 2.1 (Negative A) — Let A(t) = \ < 0, b(t) = b+w(t), where b € R and 

w = w(t): [0,7] + Rg, supp w c (0,7), and a(t) = be. We then have 

b(t) + [ A(s)a(s)ds = b+ w(t) + rb [ eds = be™ + w(t) = a(t) + w(t) > a(t) 

for all t € [0,7], and the assumption of Proposition 2.1 holds. 
Furthermore, we have 

b(t) + [ * eMO-AG) A (5)b(s)ds 

t 
=b+w(t)+ \» | elds + el!-)us(s)ds 

0 (0,t)Nsupp w 

= a(t) +w(t) +A A Du(s)ds. 
(0,t)Msupp w 

Let t € [0,7] be sufficiently large, such that supp w C (0,t). Then, by construc- 

tion, w(t) = 0, and, in virtue of \ < 0, it follows immediately 

t 
a(t) > a(t) + eX!-9)(s)ds = b(t) + / eM OMG) \(5)b(s)ds . 

(0,t)Asupp w 0 

Hence, the proposition is violated. # 

We now turn to a GRONWALL-type lemma in which the inequality assumed is 

not given in integral but in differential form. Hence, we have got more, not only 

global but local information.



Proposition 2.2 (GRONWALL lemma: differential form) 

Let T € Rt U {co}, a€ W'(0,T) and g, \ € L'(0,T). Then, 

a(t) <g(t)+A(a(t) a. e. in (0, T] (2.5) 

implies for almost all t € [0,7] 

t 
a(t) < A%a(0) +/ eA) g(s)ds, (2.6) 

0 

where A(t) := fj A(s)ds. 

Note, that integration of (2.5) gives, with b(t) := a(0) + Jj g(s)ds, inequality 
(2.1). If Proposition 2.1 is applicable, i. e. A(t) > 0, the resulting estimates (2.2) 
and (2.3), resp., coincide with inequality (2.6). However, we are about to prove 

Proposition 2.2 without any assumption on the sign of A. 

Proof Since a € W''(0,t) @ C((0, t]) for all t, 0 < t < T, cf. ZEIDLER [14], and 
g, \€ L'(0,T), the terms appearing are well-defined. 

Let 

a(t) =eA%a(t). (2.7) 

Then it follows from (2.5) 

a'(t) =e *O (a'(t) — A@a(t)) se “O g(t) 

and integration gives 

t 
a(t) — @(0) =e a(t) — a(0) < / eM g(s)ds. 

0 

Thus, inequality (2.6) holds a. e. in [0, 7] # 

The essential difference between the integral and differential version is the re- 

quirement for the function \ which has to be nonnegative in the integral but not 

necessarily in the differential version. 

With Proposition 2.2, we may show some decay behaviour for negative \ (de- 

pending on how g behaves). This is not possible in the context of Proposition 2.1. 

3 GRONWALL’s lemma in difference form 

The same difference as between Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 might be expected in the 

discrete case. In this section, we will consider discrete versions of the GRONWALL 

lemma in differential form, Proposition 2.2. 
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3.1 EULER method with constant time steps 

Let us consider a sequence of inequalities 

An+1 — a 
AG “< gna tAQng1, n=0,1,..., (3.1) 

where {an}, {gn} C Rand ao, {gn} are given. We then ask for an explicit inequality 

for dy. 

Inequality (3.1) might be interpreted as the backward EULER discretization of 
(2.5) with \(t) = A and is similar to (1.5) with A = —p/a?. 

Proposition 3.1 (Discrete GRONWALL lemma: backward difference form) 
Let {an}, {gn} C R and1—AAt > 0. Then, inequality (3.1) implies forn =1, 2, ... 

n—l 

j=0 

Moreover, if {gn} is monotonically increasing, it holds 

dn < (1 — NAB)" ag + (= At)" = 1) gy (3.3) 

Proof Let a, := (1 — AAt)"a,. We then achieve from (3.1) for 1 — AAt > 0 

An+1 ~~ An _ i 

At At 
An, — an a —aane (SM 44,,.) 

(1 — AL)" (1 — AAt)an gt — Gn) 

IA
 

Summation over n leads to 

  <¥ (1 _ AAt)’ ) gin 

that gives us immediately estimate (3.2). 

If {g, } is monotonically increasing, we may estimate g;41 < gn in the sum of the 

r. h. s. of (3.2). Evaluation of the remaining partial sum gives 

va — At)! = = (1 — (1 — AAt)") , 

and the assertion follows. ## 

Let A < 0. Then, the assumption 1 — AAt > 0 of Proposition 3.1 is trivially 

fulfilled and, for suitable {g,,}, decay of the upper bound for {a,} with increasing 

nm can be observed analogously to the continuous case. For positive A, we have to 
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assume At to be sufficiently small in order to fulfil 1 — AAt > 0 and growth can be 

observed. 

Note, that for {g,} C Rj, ao € Rg, with arbitrary y > —a In(1 — AAt), we 

have from (3.2) 
n-1 

An <e™ (« + AtS= aa) (3.4) 
j—0 

that shows exponential growth or decay as in the continuous case but with y > A 

since e *44 > 1 — \At > e 74*. It cannot be expected to improve this result to 

y = X (except for \ = 0). However, since 

AAt 1 AAt/(I-AAL) S 1 _ 
c =<" T_ Yat T-AAt’ 

we may choose 
~ A _ yy d* At S \ 

7 T_)\AE OT T—aae 

We now proceed with the inequality 

An+1 — An 
Al <gntrAan, n=0,1,... (3.5) 

with given ao, {gn}, that is similar to (3.1) and might be interpreted as the forward 

EULER discretization of (2.5). 

Proposition 3.2 (Discrete GRONWALL lemma: forward difference form) 

Let {an}, {gn} CR and1+AAt > 0. Then, inequality (3.5) implies forn = 1, 2, ... 

n—-1 

Gn < (1+ AAt)” (« + At S0(1 + AAt) “OY s] (3.6) 
j=0 

Moreover, if {gn} is monotonically increasing, it holds 

1 
Ay < (1+ AATF)" ao + T ((1+ AAT)” — 1) gn—1. (3.7) 

Proof Let @, := (1+ AAt)~"a,. Then it holds 

An+1 — Gn 1 (n+1) 
Al Ay! + AL) *Y (any — (1 + AAt)an) 

= (1+AAt) (fn _ Nan) 

  < (1+AAt) "YQ, . 

Summation over n leads to 

  < Xi (1+ AAL)“ Fg, 
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that gives estimate (3.6). 
If {gn} is monotonically increasing, we may estimate g; < gj—1 in the sum of 

(3.6), and with 

n—-1 ; 1 

—(9+1) — a _ —n Doh + AAD) OY = (1— (1+ AAt)”) , 
j—0 

the assertion follows. ¢ 

Let A < 0. Then, the assumption 1 + AAt > 0 is satisfied whenever At is 

sufficiently small. For nonnegative 4, the assumption is trivially fulfilled. The decay 

(or growth) behaviour is essentially the same as in the foregoing proposition. 

Note further, that, under the assumption 1 — AAt > 0, the backward discretiza- 

tion (3.1) might be rewritten as 

Anyi < W(AAt) (an + At Gnsi) , (3.8) 

where w(z) = 1/(1 — z). Analogously, we may rewrite the forward discretization 
(3.5) in the form 

Anyi < w(AAt) ay + At gn, (3.9) 

where w(z) = 1+z. Therefore, using the ansatz G@, := w(AAt)~"a, in both the proof 

of the backward as well as forward difference version of the GRONWALL lemma is 

not surprising. 

These amplification factors w are well-known in the context of one-step dis- 

cretization methods. In comparison with the ansatz made for proving Proposition 

2.2, we shall remark that the factors w(AAt) are indeed approximations of e** 

and in this sense the approaches for proving Proposition 2.2 as well as its discrete 

versions coincide. 

3.2 Linear one-step methods with variable step sizes 

In the following, we extend the foregoing results to situations in which \ as well as 

At may vary with each (time) level n. This is e. g. of essential importance with 

respect to discretizations using non-equidistant partitions of the time interval as 

adaptive methods do. 

In addition, we generalize the approximation of e4*! by w(\At) and turn to the 

well-known 6-scheme, described by 

1+(1-86)z 
z) = ————., 0€ 0,1]. wp(2) = 0.1 

By this, every linear one-step method is included, esp. the EULER forward (0 = 0) 

and backward (8 = 1) and the CRANK-NICOLSON (or trapezoidal) scheme (9 = 1/2). 
For convenience, we set in the following Ty x, := 1 for any 2, whatsoever. 

Furthermore, let tai. = th + Trai = yet Tj, 2 =0,1,..., t) = 0, 7 > 0. We 

consider the sequence of inequalities 

An+1 — An 
no < gnti + (1 —O)Anan + OAnviGn41, n=O0,1,..., (3.10) 
n+ 
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which might be rewritten for 1 — OAyn41741 > 0 as 

Tn+19n4+1 n=0.1 
a =0,1,... An41 S + Wn414n 5 

1— OAntiTn41 

where 
1 + (1 _ 0) \nTn+1 

3.11 
1— OAn4ATn41 ( ) 

Wy i= 

Proposition 3.3 (Discrete GRONWALL lemma: general difference form) 

Let {an}; {Gn}, {An} Cc R, {tT} C Rr and 

1- OAnsaTn 41 > 0, 1 + (1 _ 0) \nTn41 > 0, n= 0, 1, see (3.12) 

Then, inequality (3.10) implies for n = 1, 2,... 

TIHAGj+1 “ 
An <a at) STS WwW). 3.13 

um oI / pit @—O\nn A, ( ) 

Proof Let 

Gin = An [[ oz", n=0,1,.... 

Because of (3.12), we derive from (3.10) 

~ ~ n 
Anti — Gn 1 4 4 Bot On D(a) (ages ~ on) 

l=1 Tn+1 Tn+1 

  

  = (14+ (1—9)Antmu) (11 wv) (eu —OXni1Ana1 — (1 — Sots 

i=1 Tn+1 

< (14+(0- 0)\nTnai) (11 ui") In+1- 
i=1 

Summation over n leads to (G@ = ao) 

An <a Ly TIHSI+1 w, | nm 0 a. /4. AVY 9 

j=0 1+ (1 _ O) AGT 44 l=1 ! 

and the assertion follows. ## 

Let A, < 0 for alln = 0,1,.... Then, the assumption (3.12) holds if 7,4, is 

sufficiently small, 
1 

Tn41 < 72 
(1 — )|An| 

or 0 = 1 (backward EuLER). For \,, > 0, n =0, 1, ..., again sufficiently small step 

sizes have to be required, 
1 

n <n; 
tml OAn+1 
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or 0 = 0 (forward EULER). 
Regarding the requirement of sufficiently small time steps, we shall give some 

remarks related to the concept of A-stability, cf. STREHMEL/WEINER [9]. The 6- 

method is said to be A-stable if |we(z)| < 1 for all z € C with R(z) < 0. This is the 
case for 0 > 1/2. Considering the simple test problem 

u(t) = u(t), t>0, 

u(0) = uo, 

where u: Rf > C, A € C, RA) < 0, the approximate solution {u"}, computed by 

an A-stable method, fulfils |u”*"| < |u"| for all n =0, 1, ... and behaves asymptot- 

ically as the exact solution u(t) = up exp(At). If 6 < 1/2, this can be only achieved 
for small step sizes: At < 2|9(A)|/((1 — 20)|A|?) (with equidistant time steps). 

However, in order to adapt also the monotonicity behaviour in the real case 

(u: Rf +R, A €R, A < 0), the stricter inequality 0 < we(AAt) < 1 has to be 

assumed. This leads to restrictions even for A-stable methods: At < 1/((1 —@)|A]). 
A similar consideration for we(AAt) > 0 if A > 0 leads to At < 1/(A). 

4 GRONWALL’s lemma in sum form 

In this section, we prove a discrete version of Proposition 2.1, the GRONWALL lemma 

in integral form. For this, we consider the inequalities 

Gng1 S bnsi + DY) (1 — O)Ajaj + OAjs10j41) T41, nN =0,1,..., (4.1) 
j=0 

which can be interpreted as an approximation of (2.1) with 

tn41 n 

[ A(s)a(s)ds ~ S- (1 —_ 0) A; a; + OA5410;41) Tj41 =: Sn41 

j=0 

and variable time steps 741 > 0, tj41 =tj +7;4:. Again, we assume @ € [0, 1]. 

Proposition 4.1 (Discrete GRONWALL lemma: general sum form) 

Let {an}, {bn} CR, {An} C RG, {tm} C Rt and 1 — OAnsitnsi1 > 0 for all 

n=0,1,.... Then, inequality (4.1) with the initial inequality ay < bo implies for 

n=0,1,... 

n T; n 

Onzi < Ong + dO me ((1 — O)Ajb; + OA; 41041) TP wisi, (4.2) 
j—0 + PAG+IT§+1 l=j+1 

where wy41 is defined by (3.11). If \, = 4 = const and T, = At = const, it holds 

At (14+ (1—O)AAt\” ? 
< SS EEE — ) ; . . An+1 S On+1 + 1 _ O\At X ( 1 _ O\At ((1 0)b; + 6b;41) (4 3) 

Moreover, if {b,} is monotonically increasing, it follows 

1+(1—@)AAt\" 
< SEES aE nea . . Gn S On ( 1 — O\At (4-4) 
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Proof Let 
n+1 

~ -1 
An+1 = Sn41 Il Ud 

l=1 

Since 1 — 0An4iT 41 > 0 and A, > 0, we have from (4.1) for n = 1, 2,... 

~ ~ (mW -1 -1 
Anti — An = (11 Wy (watiSn41 ~~ Sn) 

i=1 

= Tn+1 (1 + (1 _ 0) AnTn+1)_ (I Wy ') (ea _ OAns1Sn41 _ (1 _ Avs] 

Tn+1 

= Tn41 (1 + (1 —_ 0) AnTnt+1)~ (I Wy ‘) ((1 _ O)An (Gn _ Sn) + Ons (An41 —_ Sn41)) 

< Tn+1 (1 + (1 —_ 0) AnTn+1)~ (I Wy ‘(a — O)An On + OXn+10n41) . 

l=1 

Summation leads to 

j=l 
Gn41 < ay + So tH (1 + (1 _ 0)A, jTj+1) ‘(I Wy ')« ((1 _ 0) r;b; + 05410541) . 

Since ag < bg and a, < b; + 81, it holds 

< by + (1 _ 0) \oT1 a0 < by + (1 _ 0) oT bo 

hs 1-—0\i% — 1-60\1% 

and thus (1 —8)\ Oy 
_ O71 171 

< +———— ———_ }, . 
~ 1-6\1% °F Ton , 

With @, = s,/w 1, we then arrive at 

S1 

Ty 
ay, << ———_ (1 - . ays I + al _ 8) Nori (( 0) obo + 60A;1b1) 

The assertion follows with 

n+1 

Gnzi < dna + Sn41 = Ong + Gnai [J 1 
(=1 

  

and some changes in the indices. 

For constant A, and T,, the resulting estimate (4.3) follows obviously from (4.2). 
If, moreover, {b,} is monotonically increasing, we use (1 —6)b; +0bj41 < bn41 in the 

sum of (4.3) and estimate the remaining sum that is a partial sum of a geometric 

sequence. Hf 

Again, in order to fulfil 1 — 9,741 > 0 for A, > 0, we have to choose the step sizes 

Ty, sufficiently small. 

13



Comparing the foregoing proposition with its continuous counterpart, Proposi- 

tion 2.1, as well as comparing their proofs, we find again direct accordance when 

recalling that wg(z) is an approximation of e’. 

Finally, the necessity of \,, > 0 is obvious in the course of the proof and restricts 

the applicability of discrete versions of the GRONWALL lemma in integral form in 

opposite to those of the lemma in differential form. 

For later applications, we will need slightly changed versions with bpj4, = dysi — 

Cn4i, Where {c,}, {dn} C Rg and {d,} is monotonically increasing. The assump- 
tions are as in the proposition above except that the initial inequality ag < bo is not 

given. 

Without proof, we provide here the resulting estimates needed later. The proofs 

follow exactly the same steps as above, taking into account that c,, d, are nonneg- 

ative and {d,} is monotonically increasing. 

Let us first consider \,, = A = const and 7, = At = const as it is the case for 

the 6-scheme with an equidistant partition of the time interval. We then have 

Ww” 

T+ —oaat | 

for n = 1, 2,,... with w = (1 + (1 — 6)AAt)/(1 — OAT). 
Now, we consider \,, = A = const, variable 7,, and 0 = 1 as it is the case for 

the backward EULER scheme with variable step sizes. The estimate sought for then 

reads as 

An + En < dy, + (1 — 6)AAtag) (4.5) 

n—-1 n 

On +6n <dn +X S° Tidjur TE — An)! < (1 = Atinax)” dn (4.6) 
j=0 l=j4+1 

forn = 1, 2,,... with Tax := max {T,}. 

5 Application to linear parabolic problems 

Let V be a separable, reflexive BANACH space with norm ||- || and H be a separable 
HILBERT space with inner product (-,-) and induced norm |-|. The dual space of V is 
denoted by V* and equipped with the usual dual norm || f+ := supyev\ so} (Ff, &)/ [Ill 
where (-,-) denotes the dual product between V* and V (that gives the value (f, v) 
of a functional f € V* at the element v € V).? 

Furthermore, V is assumed to be dense and continuously embedded in H. Iden- 

tifying H with its dual, we have, due to the reflexivity of V, that H is dense and 

continuously embedded in V*. Thus V, H and V* form an evolutional or GELFAND 

triple. The dual pairing (-,-) then is an extension of the inner product in H. Owing 

to the continuous embeddings, there is a constant a > 0 such that the POINCARE- 

FRIEDRICHS inequalities 

aljul| VoeV, (5.1a) 

a|v] Ve H (5.1b) 

?Due to the reflexivity of V, (-,-) is also the dual pairing between V** and V* and in this sense 
symmetric. 

[e| < 

llvlle S 
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hold. 

For a BANACH space X with its dual X* and a time interval S C R, let 

L?(S;X) be the set of BOCHNER measurable functions u : S — X equipped 

with the norm |lul|72¢s.x) := Js ||u(s)|/kds < 00, let further W(S;X) := {u € 

1°(S;X): ul € 1°(S;X*) = (L*(S;X))*} equipped with the norm |lullfys.x) = 
lll Z2¢sexy + llu'llZ2¢s.x), and C(S; X) be the set of continuous functions u: S > X 

equipped with the norm |lu||e¢s;x) = suPseg ||u(s)||x.° 
For compact S, C(S;X) is a BANACH space. By interpolation, the continuous 

embedding W(S;X) < C(S;Y) holds true for compact S whenever X @ Y = 
Y* — X* is an evolutional triple. 

Finally, if (X, || - ||x) is a BANACH space, then in X4, d € N, we use the Ev- 

CLIDEAN norm |lu|| xa = 2, |lus||%, where u = (ui, ua, -.., ua) © X%. 
For more details on the foregoing abstract setting, in particular on the con- 

cept of BOCHNER integral and the related function spaces, we refer to GAJEW- 

SKI/GROGER/ZACHARIAS [4], and WLOKA [13]. 
Let a(-,-): V x V > R be a continuous bilinear form satisfying a GARDING 

inequality. Thus we have constants 3, uy > 0 and « > 0 such that for all u, v € V 

8 |lul| [lel (5.2a) lau, v)| 
p|jel|? — Kel? (5.2b) IV

 
IA

 

a(v,v) 

The form a(-,-) is said to be strongly positive iff « = 0 can be chosen. Without 

loss of generality, we may assume pp < a?« if K > 0. Otherwise, a(-,-) would be 

strongly positive with a constant 7 = u — a*K > 0 due to (5.1). 

With the bilinear form a(-,-), we associate the linear operator A: V > V* 
via (Au, v) = a(u,v) for all u, v € V. We should mention that A is the energetic 
extension of the underlying differential operator. 

Finally, we mention that V is indeed a HILBERT space with the inner product 

[u,v] := (a(u,v) + a(v, u))/2 + « (u,v) and induced norm |lul] = \/a(u, u) + « Jul?. 
However, we will not make use of this structure in V. 

We consider the weak formulation of the initial-boundary value problem for a 

linear parabolic equation in the time interval [0,7] which can be written as 

Problem (P) For given uo € H and f € L7(0,T;V*), findu € L7(0,T;V) s. t. 

(u'(t),v) a(u(t),v) = (f(t), v) Yue V, ae. in (0,7), (5.3a) 
u(0) = u. (5.3b) 

Problem (P) has a unique solution u € W(0, 7; V), cf. GAJEWSKI/GROGER/ZA- 
CHARIAS [4], WLOKA [13]. Since u € W(0,T;V) — C([0, 7]; H), the initial condi- 
tion makes sense. 

We now give two concrete examples for Problem (P). 

'With u’, the derivative in the distributional sense is meant. We shall also use the notation 

u € C(S;X) to say that a function u is a. e. in S equal to a continuous function. We then deal 

with the continuous representative, only. 
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Example 5.1 (Singularly perturbed problem) Let 2 C R®% be a bounded do- 

main with locally LIpSCHITz continuous boundary 0Q € C°!. The space H is chosen 

to be the £?(Q) with the usual inner product (-,-) and norm |-|, the space V to be 
the Hj(Q) with the inner product ((-,-)) = (V-, V-) and norm || - || =|V- |. 

For given 0 <e <1,b:Q—4R%4¢: QR, and f : 2 — R (all sufficiently 

smooth), we consider the initial-boundary value problem 

uz(x, t) — eAu(a,t) + (d(x) - V)u(a,t)+c(x)u(a,t) = f(a,t) in Q~x (0,7), 

u(z,t) = 0 on 02 x (0,7), 

u(z,0) = uo in Q, 

where u : 2 x [0,7] — R is wanted. Singularly perturbed problems of that kind 

arise in many applications, covering convection- or reaction-diffusion problems in 

fluid dynamics, heat conduction, or semiconductor device simulation. For more 

details, we refer to RooS/STYNES/TOBISKA [8]. 

With 

a(u,v) = e((u, v)) + ((b- V)u,v) + (cu, v), 

Problem (P) then is a weak formulation for the foregoing initial-boundary value 
problem. The constants can be chosen as p = €, K = ||[$V-b— ellp~(q) or, if 
Y= e88 SUP, eg($V-b—c) < e/a’, p=e— Ya? and kK =0, B =e +albl|p@a + 
a” ||c||z-0(a).. The constant a = diam Q comes from the POINCARE-FRIEDRICHS 
inequality representing the continuous embedding Hj (Q)  L?(Q). #: 

Example 5.2 (STOKES problem) Let 2 C R%, d € {2,3}, be a bounded do- 
main with locally LipscHITz continuous boundary 0Q € C°'. We consider the 

initial-boundary value problem describing the non-stationary, isothermal motion of 

a viscous, incompressible, homogeneous NEWTONIAN fluid neglecting nonlinear phe- 

nomena, 

1 
ut (x, t) — Re Au(z,t) + Vp(z, t) = f(z, t) in 2 x (0,7), 

V-u(z,t) = 0 in Q x (0,7), 

u(z,t) = 0 on OQ x (0,T], 

u(z,0) = uo in Q, 

where Re is the REYNOLDS number, u denotes the velocity and p the quotient of 

pressure and constant mass density. The function f describes a specific force. 

Let H and V be defined as the following solenoidal spaces 

H = eL(O)*: V-v=0 in HQ), yu =0 in H-?(a0)} , 

Vi = {ve A(O): Vev=0 in (O)}, 

where 7, is the trace operator mapping from a subset of L?(Q)¢ on H7'/?(0Q) with 
Ynv = (V+ N)jaq for all smooth v. Here, n denotes the outer normal on dQ. The 
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inner products and norms are as in Example 5.1, except that we deal here with 

vector-valued functions. 

Let a be defined by a(u,v) = Re~! (u, v)) for all u, v € V. Then with Problem 
(P), a weak formulation for the foregoing initial-boundary value problem is given, 

and the constants are 1p = Re', k = 0, 6 = pu. As in Example 5.1, a is the constant 

from the POINCARE-FRIEDRICHS inequality. 

For more details see e. g. TEMAM [10]. 4 

At this point, it is worth to mention, that no assumptions on the dimension of 

V or H had to be made. Both spaces could be finite dimensional, too. This is 

particularly of interest when first discretizing in space and then discretizing in time. 

The spatial semi-discretization could be e. g. a conforming finite element method; 

for more details, we refer to THOMEE [12], FusiTa/Suzuk! [3], and the references 
cited there. Hence, with the analysis in hand, we cover both the line method as well 

as the ROTHE method. However, in the finite dimensional case, the spaces of the 

GELFAND triple V @ H <— V* differ in particular in the use of different spatially 

discrete norms. 

In the following, we consider discretizations in time of Problem (P) by means of 

linear one-step methods (0-method), covering the backward EULER method as well 

as the CRANK-NICOLSON method. Based upon energy methods, we provide a priori 

stability as well as error estimates assuming sufficiently smooth and compatible data. 

To exemplify the approach, we firstly study the backward EULER method for 

the linear parabolic problem with a strongly positive bilinear form based upon an 

equidistant partition of the time interval [0, 7). 
We then discuss the more general 6-method and take into consideration bilinear 

forms satisfying a GARDING inequality. It turns out, that parts of the analysis can 

be only carried out for so-called A-stable methods, i. e. 6 € [1/2, 1]. 
Finally, we consider the backward EULER method with variable step sizes. 

The more general case of a linear parabolic problem with time-dependent form 

a(t;-,-), arising from time-dependent coefficients in the underlying differential oper- 

ator, as well as an error analysis for non-smooth or incompatible data that takes ad- 

vantage of parabolic smoothing properties are considered partly in HUANG /THOMEE 

[7], THOMEE [12], and will be discussed in detail in a forthcoming paper. 

5.1 Backward EULER method with constant step size 

Let N € N be given and At = T/N, tn = nAt, n = 0,1, 2,..., N. Since f € 
L?(0,T; V*), we can use the natural restriction 

1 tn+1 
n+1 

= —— t) dt. 0.4 pres | 1) (5.4) 
The method under consideration is then defined as 

Problem (Pa;) For given u° € H and {f"™}_, C V*, find {u"}*_, CV s. t. for 
n=0,1,...,N-—landallveV 

1 
qt ute) Fatu"™v) = (fv). (5.5) 
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Here, the initial value u°? might be taken to be the exact value ug or an approx- 

imation of it. 

We assume a(-,-) to be strongly positive. Due to the main theorem for mono- 

tone operators by BROWDER and Minty, cf. GAJEWSKI/GROGER/ZACHARIAS [4], 
Problem (Paz) has a unique solution if the bilinear form (-,-) + Ata(-,-) is strongly 
positive on V. Because of the strong positiveness of a(-,-), this is obviously fulfilled 

without any restriction on the time step size At.* 

Proposition 5.1 (Stability estimates for Problem (P,,)) 

The discrete solution {u"} to Problem (Paz) is stable in the following sense: 

; N-1 ; ; N-1 ; 1 

apa, fee walleye Ye fue I <2 (lull? += flav) (60) 

pAt n 1S , BAt JON tj wre s (14h) utes +E (14 A) [Wola 6.7) 
forn=0,1,..., N. 

Here, max;=o,.., v |u|? can be interpreted as the square of the (time) discrete 
1° (0,7; H)-norm, and At ©™5' ||u’*"||? as the square of the discrete 1?(0,T; V)- 
norm. 

Indeed, (5.6) coincides with the usual stability estimate for the exact solution: 

With v = u(t), we easily derive from Problem (P), 

T 
ess sup u(t)? +n f° \ju(t)|Pat <2 (jul? +5 Fle) (58) 

t€[0,T] 0 bt 

The analysis presented for proving (5.6) will be more or less known from the 

literature, cf. e. g. GIRAULT/RAVIART [5]. However, there is the more refined es- 
timate regarding the /°(0,7; H)-norm of the discrete solution, estimate (5.7), that 
uses the continuous embedding and a discrete version of the GRONWALL lemma in 

differential form. 

This estimate again has a continuous counterpart (cf. also Proposition 2.2): 

jul eM ugh += [oO If(s)Ihds, LE .Tlae 69) 
However, for singularly perturbed problems (i. e. for small jz), a virtual improve- 

ment only turns up in the long-term behaviour for large t. 

Proof Let us choose v = u"*! in (5.5) in order to profit by the strong positiveness 

of a(-,-). However, we then have to deal with the term (u"t! — u",u"*") that is of 
the structure (a — b)a. We have (using implicitly the HILBERT space structure) 

a PP ab _ _ les 2) _ 1 2 (a —b)a =a? —ab= 5 55 (a 2ab +0") = 5 7 t5 (4 b) 

4Since V is at first a BANACH space, the LAX-MILGRAM lemma does not apply directly. 
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and analogously 

Ent — 5 lel < sl mete 2 mp4 — urtt — yn? 5 | n+1 n n+t) ; =(u" —u",u 

From this, we conclude (using CAUCHY-SCHWARZ’ and YOUNG’s inequality) 

1 sal (Jur? _ Ju” |? 4 Jur! _ u"|?) + Ju”? 

= (ful) < [pers ul] ap ls MY +S eh. 

After summing from 0 up to n — 1, we end up with the a priori estimate 

n—1 n-1 n—1 . At 
Jur + SE ult — ud]? + At SO jul)? < Juel? + NT 

j=0 j=0 

Furthermore, we have with (5.4) 

SE(L wena) <oE [a [ iscence 
tn 

JP s@MRat < Recor): (5.10) 

IA
 

n-1 : 

At SOWA 
j=0 

and the numerical solution is stable in the sense of (5.6). The factor 2 in the r. h. s. 

of (5.6) comes from splitting the inequality and taking the maximum on the I. h. s. 

With the POINCARE-FRIEDRICHS inequality, we derive analogously 

ay (uP = Ju?) + a lu oP. 

Applying the discrete GRONWALL lemma in backward difference form, Proposition 

3.1, with 4 = —py/a? <0, we come to (5.7). 4: 

For the discretization error e” := u(t,) — u”, the following result can be proved. 

Proposition 5.2 (Error estimates for Problem (Pa;)) 

For the discretization error e”, the following estimates hold for n = 1, 2,..., N 

whenever the exact solution and the problem’s data are smooth: 

(Az)* 
8p 

n—-1 n—1 

Jen|P + DT le — ef? + At 7 fle? < le? + If wre orv-)> (6-11) 

  

n pAt 7 — , HAt Jom pls ! " ene < (1+ A) er + ae (i+ me) Prt -utoleae. 
(5.12)



As we will prove in the appendix, it holds for sufficiently smooth solutions and 

compatible data the a priori estimate 

2 B Be 
If 0" eeorvs < "7 | Auo|” + "7 IIflz275v) } - (5.13) 

Proof Firstly, we derive an error equation that gives a relation between the dis- 

cretization error e” and the consistency error p”, i. e. the error appearing when 

putting the exact solution into the scheme. 

For allv € V andn=0,1,..., N —1, we have 

1 
Ai (e"*! —e",v) tale™*!,v) = (pv). (5.14) 

n+1 The consistency error p”*~ is given by 

(ph, v) = — (ul (tna a wins) wen) ’ °) + (f(t n+1) — fer, v) 

for all v € V. With integration by parts, we find with (5.4) 

1 tnr4l mt 
n+l __ = —— t —ty)u" (t)dt + — af '(t)dt, p ay I,  (~tndun(dt + 3 J (t) 

where the integrals shall be understood as BOCHNER integrals. 

The error analysis now follows exactly the same steps as the stability analysis, 

so that we end up with the a priori error estimate for n = 0, 1,..., N 

n-1l ; n-1 ; At n-1 

Jen + Do eM — el? + At YT lle"? < fe? + yt errs. 
j=0 j=0 

Furthermore, we have 

2 

    
wre s [xf e-asr@ - ater 

bya 2 
< ae (tI = welt) 

1 tj41 tit 

< pe [teat Pr — wt @llea 
A = Sf ulcer, 

and hence 

= j+14)2 (At)? bn ! 7] 2 At Pe < So Pee — woleae 
AN 2 

< Cr iy —U Z20rv-) - 
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We end up with the a priori error estimate (5.11). 
Again, we can apply Proposition 3.1 after estimating ||e/+|| > |e’+!|/a. This 

yields 

a (ler? ler?) + Bere s =e UR, 
and hence (5.12). ft 

5.2 A-stable 6-method 

As in the previous section, we proceed with an equidistant partition of the time 

interval. However, the use of variable time steps is (almost) straightforward. The 

method under consideration is now defined as 

Problem (P%,) For given u° € V and {f"t?\) CV*, find {u"®_, CV s. t. for 
n=0,1,...,N-—landallveV 

alu —u",v) +a(u"*?v) = (fr? v). (5.15) 

Here, @ € [0,1] is a parameter, u”*+9 := Ou"*1 + (1 —8)u", and f”"*® is an approxi- 

mation of f at trig := Otn41 + (1-9) tn, & g. fC? = OF (tras) + (1 — ODF (tn) if f 

is sufficiently smooth or, which we will use in the following, f"*+? = a et f (t)dt. 

Note, that u° — the approximation of up — has to be an element of V except for 

6 =1 where u° € H is sufficient. 
It is known that the method applied to an ordinary differential equation with a 

smooth solution is convergent of first order, whereas second order is achieved for 0 = 

1/2, only. Moreover, the method is A-stable for 6 € [1/2,1] and strongly A-stable 

if, in addition, 0 4 1/2. For more details, we refer e. g. to STREHMEL/ WEINER |9]. 

The bilinear form a(-, -) fulfils a GARDING inequality. Again, due to the main the- 

orem for monotone operators by BROWDER and MINTY, cf. GAJEWSK!I/GROGER/ZA- 
CHARIAS [4], Problem (P%,) possesses a unique solution if c(-,-) := (-,-) + @Ata(-, -) 
is strongly positive. For all v € V, we have 

c(u,v) = vl +0Ata(v,v) > |u|? + OAt(u|Iu||° — «]v]") 

= (1—K0At)|v? + pOAt||v||. 

If now KOAt < 1, i.e. N > KOT, the form c(-,-) is strongly positive. In the opposite 

case, if KOAt > 1, we have with the POINCARE-FRIEDRICHS inequality 

c(v,v) > (a?(1 — KOAt) + pOAC) llo|/?, 

and c(-,-) is strongly positive if a? + (u — a*K)OAt > 0. Since p < aK if K > 0 by 

assumption, we arrive at 

2. Qe 

oe oAt<1, ie N>S* “or, (5.16) 
Qa a 

The latter case is less restrictive than KOAt < 1. Hence, Problem (P%,) has 

a unique solution if (5.16) is fulfilled, i. e. if the time steps are sufficiently small. 
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However, for the forward EULER method with 6 = 0 as well as for a positive a(-, -) 

(« =0 or p =a’«), there will be no restriction on the time step size. 

We firstly come to stability estimates. There are many different ways to estimate 

the discrete solution in some norm. Hence, the following analysis can only present 

one possibility. 

To derive the estimates desired, we choose v = u"*® in (5.15). We then have to 

estimate the term (u”t! — u",du"t! + (1 —@)u") which is of the structure 

(a —b)(0a+ (1—O)b) = Oa? + (1 — 20)ab — (1 — 0)b? 
a BP 1 9 

~ ya FO gMe~) 
a bP 

> => if 9 > . 2 5 5 if@>1/2 

Obviously, there is no such estimate for 6 € [0,1/2): Assume, there were con- 

stants 6, € > 0 such that 

Oa? + (1 — 20)ab — (1 — 0)b? > ba? — €b?. 

In order to be able to proceed with the analysis, we have to ensure 6 > €. On the 

other hand, 6 = 0 and a = 0, resp., imply 0 > 6 and —(1 — 6) > «. Thus, we have 

6>6>e¢>1-0 and hence 0 > 1/2 which is in contradiction to our assumption. 

If, however, the form a(-,-) is not strongly positive, then the GARDING inequality 

with « > 0 effects in some sense a stabilization: The numerical solution need not 

to cover all the qualitative behaviour of the exact solution to a strongly positive 

problem. By this, the scheme can be stable even for 0 < 1/2 as we will show next. 

Proposition 5.3 (Stability estimates for Problem (P%,)) 
The discrete solution {u"} to Problem (P&,) is stable in the following sense: 

If 0 € [1/2,1] and 

20KAt <1 (5.17) 

then 

ju|? + (20 — 1) + 2x0(1 — O)At) So fui =P? 
4j=0 

n-1 

+ (20 — 1)?At SP |u|)? + (20 — 1) — a) At |Ju"||? 
4j=0 

n (\),0|2 0)/2 Ww” 1 2 
< w” (lu?l? + (20 = 1)(1 — O)At lull?) + ——~—__ = | fllixo,ry-) 6-18) 1+2(1—-@)KAt p 

forn =1, 2,..., N, where w = (1+ 2(1 — @)KAt)/(1 — 20K At). 

If «#0 and 

1-20 1 TY cape 1 md 0) << Bon" (5.19) 
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where 6 can be less than 1/2, then the weaker stability estimate 

n—-1 n-1 

Ju” |? + ((20 —1)+2K0(1 — 0) At) So ult! — ul P + pAt SX |jul*? ||? 
j=0 j=0 

n 

< yMq0|2 4 ——__% 2 . 9 

holds forn =1, 2,..., N with w as above. 

If « =0 and 

pO(1 — 0)At < a?(20 —1) (5.21) 

with 0 € (1/2,1] ork £0 and 

a?(1 — 26) a 
$—$§_§—_— < At < —.—_ 5.22 
(207K — w)O(1 — 0) — (207K — 1)0 (5.22) 

then 

At wd ni2 < pyr ]q0)2 4 Ae | I+ 8/2 5.23 WP Su" WP +S paar ele (628) 
forn=1, 2,..., N, where w is given by 

— 14+ (1- @)At(2k — p/a7) 

1 -OAt(2h — Ja?) 

We firstly remark that step size restriction appearing are stronger than (5.16) 

which gave solvability of the discrete problem. 

Furthermore, for « # 0, it is not necessary to have 0 > 1/2, but At has to be 

appropriate: not to large and — if 9 < 1/2 — not to small. 

The estimate (5.23) again is an improvement w. r. t. the /°(0,7; H)-norm and 

will be proved by using the discrete GRONWALL lemma in difference form. However, 

in the strongly positive case, this improvement can be only obtained for strongly A- 

stable schemes (0 € (1/2,1]). Then, it holds 0 < w < 1, and some decaying of the 
stability constants can be observed. For « 4 0, we have w > 1 since pp < a?k by 

assumption. 

Proof From (5.15), we have with the GARDING and YOUNG inequality 

At jure |? _ |u|? +4 (20 _ 1)Ju"*t _ u”|? +4 pt Iu ||? — KAt jur*?| < ss ferry. 

Ll 

With the identity 

Out! + (1 —A)u"|? = Olu"? + (1 —8)|u"/? — (1 — O)Ju"t! — u"? 

and the inequality 

2 
ur? > (Olfu”*"| — 1 = 8) |Ju Il) 

6° |ju"** |? — 20(1 — 8) |lu"**|| [Ju |] + = 8)? [lu 

6° \ju"*"|? — O(1 — 8) (\ju*"||? + lu |]?) + A — 0)? |u| 

(20 — 1) (6 |lu"*"? — (1 = 4) |lu"2) , (5.24) 

    

IV
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we obtain 

ju")? — Jur)? + ((20 = 1) + 2K0(1 — 0) At) ju"! — a]? 

+ (20 — 1) At (0 |"? — 1 — 8) |u|?) 
At 

<7 PrP + At (8 Ju? + (1 — 8) |u|?) 

Summation yields for n = 1, 2,... 

n—-1 

jeu? |? + ((20 — 1) + 2K0(1 _ 0) At) S- Just _ ui |? 

ee) 

n-1l 

Pee tee NON Pe 
j=0 

< Ju? Se LPM + ame S (Olu + (1 — 4) |w!?) 
m7 j—0 

Applying the (slightly changed) discrete GRONWALL lemma in sum form, Proposi- 

tion 4.1, with the resulting inequality (4.5), we end up with 

n—l 

ju? 2 + ((20 —1)+2K0(1 — 0) At) Se ult! — wl? 

j=0 
n—-1 

1(20 — 1)? At SF |lul "||? + (20 — 1) (1 — 0) At |u|? 
j=0 

w” At n-1 

J+0 2 

1+2(1—O)KAt po a Xglf iF 
0 

wo” (|u|? + (28 — 1) (1 — 8) At |ju"||?) + 

under the assumption (5.17). 
Analogously to (5.10), we have 

n—-1 

At PM IE < Wf lliee@rvy: 
j=0 

and estimate (5.18) follows. 
If « #0, the estimate (5.24) makes no sense, and we have instead of (5.18) the 

(weaker) stability estimate (5.20) assuming (5.19). 
We now come to the more refined estimate (5.23): With 

a (Jur \|? > jur*?|? _— Aju"? 4+ (1 _ O)\u"|? _ (1 _ O)\ur*! _ yu” 2 

we find 

  

At At 

2a"k = 

20-1 2a®%K— i wn _ Ju"|?) + ( 0 4 a — Lt 6(1 _ 6) Jur! — yl? 

“Lele + E (aju")? + (1-6) [u"?) . 
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The assumptions of Proposition 3.3 are obviously fulfilled in the strongly positive 

case (k = 0) for 9 = 1. Otherwise, the time step size At has to be small enough: 

2 a 
—_— ifx =0 

1-0 Ape) MM ®) 
— Vig p zg 
(207K — 1)0 ie # 

We repeat that by assumption p < a’k if k £0. 

In addition, the coefficient of |u"t! — u|*? has to be nonnegative in order to 
obtain stability. This is the case for 

a? (20 — 1) 
At < ——— _ ifK= 'S 790-8) if k=0 

and 

2(7 
at> — 2-6) if x £0. 

~ (207K — w)O(1 — 86) 

This shows that for strongly positive a(-,-), it is necessary to have 6 > 1/2 anda 

sufficiently small step size. The case 9 = 1/2 is covered by (5.18). 
Applying now the discrete GRONWALL lemma, we obtain (after some simple 

inspections and omitting the term with |u”*' — u"|) estimate (5.23). #: 

Finally, we should remark that it is possible to avoid restrictions on the time 

step size in the strongly positive case. For this, we have to estimate 

(Peetu) <P SP 
where y € (0,2) has to be chosen appropriately. We then have to replace ju by 

24. — y in the above analysis (where we used y = jz). We would end up with a 

restriction on 
a? (20 — 1) 

> 2 — ————_.. 
1 “E~ Kr — 8) 

However, this leads to worse stability constants. 

(5.25) 

Proposition 5.4 (Error estimates for Problem (P%,)) 

For the discretization error e”, the following estimates hold whenever the exact so- 

lution and the problem’s data are smooth: If 0 € {1/2,1] and (5.17), then 

n—l 

Jer |2 + ((20 —1)+2K0(1 — 0) At) S- elt! — el? 

j=0 
n-1 

+ (20 — 1)°At S |le* ||? + (20 — 1)(1 — A) At |je”||? 
j=0 

< w" (le? + pu(20 —1)(1 — A)At le" |?) 

w” (At)? / myy2 

TS 20 —O)KAt 3p If — u" leery)   4 (5.26) 
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forn =1, 2,..., N, where w = (1+ 2(1 — 0)KAt)/(1 — 20K At). 
If « =0 and (5.21) with 0 € (1/2,1] or & £0 and (5.22) then 

(Ai) > wd HH, " 2 

au TP OAIOn— no) | lf) = w" IR at 
(5.27) 

  

le"? <w" |e/? + 

14+ (1 —@)At(2« — p/a?) 

1—0At(2k — p/a?) 
w= 

Moreover, if 0 =1/2 second order accuracy is obtained: If kAt < 1, then 

nj, KA = j4l 72 n|,0)2 Ww” (At)* “— — IP < 
len + dX Ie ey sa" lel +7 aa D0p 

    

If" _~ uw" ieocr-ve) (5.28) 

forn=1, 2,...,.N, where w = (1+ «At)/(1 —KAt). If in addition k #0, then 

le"|? <w" |e)? + 
  

(At)! = 2w" J [- nN WwW 2 
So o> t) — t)||, dt (5.29 10 Ie AIQR— fay h, WO wld (6.29) 

forn=1, 2,..., N, where 

2+ At(2« — p/a?) 
Ww = ———___—_~, 

2 — At(2K — p/a7) 

Again, we could also consider 0 < 1/2 if « #0 and prove a result similarly to 

(5.20) under the restriction (5.19). We omit this here. 

Proof We start with an error equation giving the relation between the discretiza- 

tion error e” and the consistency error p”*®, n = 0, 1, ..., 

1 

At 

with e"*? := be"*! + (1 — A)e” and 

(ert! — ev) tal(e"t®,v) = (p"**,v) WeEV, (5.30) 

tn ~~ tn (80) = = (altar) 4 (1 = Bl (ty) - enh ME. 

+ (Of (trsi) + (1-8) f (tn) — f°"? 0) (5.31) 

for all v € V. With integration by parts and using the restriction 

1 tn+1 

m6 = t)dt 

we find Log 
n+l 

pr = / (t — (1 —0)tnv1 — Otn) (f(t) — ul"(t)) dt. (5.32) 
tn 
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in the sense of a BOCHNER integral. 

The error analysis follows the same steps as the stability analysis. Similarly to 

(5.18), we have under the restriction (5.17) 

n-1 

jer|? + ((20 —1)4+2xK6(1 - 0) At) 3 Jef? — i? 

j=0 
n—-1 

+y(20 — 1)?At D7 Ile? |? + w(28 — 1)(1 — @)At |e” ||? 
j=0 

h w” At ® 
a" (le? + (26 — 1) — Atle’) + Sa eh lle 

j=0 

With (5.21) for « =0 and (5.22) for « #0, resp., we have similarly to estimate 
(5.23) the error estimate (5.27). 

For the consistency error, we have 

; 1 tj4a wre s of 
Ai)? Ve 
  Ib — (1 A)tyr — 04) PO wat) 

—
—
 

1 fi4a 2 fi4a I tt 2 < ap [tO Mt oP at PP —w"lat 
t = S + 0—9) PP r@—wioiear. 

Since 6(0) := 6° + (1—86)°, 6 € [0,1], has maximum value ¢(0) = ¢(1) = 1, we come 
to 

ar Lyre EP [i —wreonear< SY If" =u" pervs) (5.33) 

if the exact solution u and the right-hand side f are smooth enough. 

However, if 9 = 1/2, we are able to improve the estimate in order to achieve 

second order accuracy. Again, integration by parts gives 

  

1 int " mt pre =P Cini = (t= t)(P"(E) — w(t) (5.34) 
and thus 

. 1 tj44 tj41 +1/2 1/2 < — t)\2/p 4 )2 " yl! IPs ae Pn Ota [Pe — aii 
(At)? 
  

tt 

af ene) uma. 
J 

Hence, it holds 

(Az)" (At)" n-1 ; tn 

at S ory < SO Py pram nyypar < SE |p —atiosy-y (6.38) 
j=0 

if the exact solution u and the right-hand side f are smooth enough. # 
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For the right-hand sides of the foregoing estimates (5.33) and (5.35), we have 
the following a priori estimates if the exact solution and the data up and f are 

sufficiently smooth, i. e. if the equivalent compatibility conditions are fulfilled, cf. 

also TEMAM [11] or WLOKA [13]: 

[lis =e) leas 
Bs 2 4a?K — I 

< " e™ (| Auo|? + i 8 If lZ2@r-v) + — * If llZ2c0.7-+) (5.36) 

[irs _ yl" (s)||?ds 

Bs 3B < Tei |Auo)? + 3 (1+ = (if Vizorvy + IlF — Afllizo.rvy) 

2k 
on (60° — p.) ||" — AfRsoa0] (5.37) 

We shall give a proof in the appendix. 

As we have introduced the incompressible STOKES problem as an example for 

Problem (P), we shall remark here that higher compatibility conditions on the 

data and thus higher regularity of the exact solution to the STOKES (and NAVIER- 

STOKES) problem are unrealistic. Therefore, the analysis presented for the second 

order CRANK-NICOLSON scheme is not applicable. Due to the divergence free con- 

straint, higher regularity, as it is required for second order accuracy, leads to an 

overdetermined NEUMANN problem that is hardly ever fulfilled, and in most cases 

the conditions are uncheckable for given data, cf. TEMAM [11]. 

5.3. Backward EULER method with variable step sizes 

We now consider the backward EULER scheme with a non-equidistant partition of 

the time interval. Let 0 = to) < ti <...<ty =T for N € N \ {0} be given, and 
Trai i=tnoi—trn,n=0,1,..., N-1. 

The method under consideration reads as 

Problem (P,) For given u° € H and {f"}_, C V*, find {u"}_, CV s. t. for 
n=0,1,...,N-—1 andallv €V 

1 
— (ur — u", v) + alu me ,v) = (fet v) . (5.38) 
Tn+1 

For f € L?(0,T; V*), we use again restriction (5.4), 

ntl i tn41 

pets —— [ pwae. 
Tn+1 
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We assume that a(-,-) fulfils a GARDING inequality. 

Analogously to the previous case with 6 = 1, there is a unique solution to 

Problem (P,) if 
2 ark — pL 
Ba Tima <1, (5.39) 

where Tmax = MaXp=1,..,N Tn. However, there will be again no restriction on the 

time step size in the positive case (k = 0 or k = 1/0”). 
As we will see in the following, the estimates coincide with those of the previous 

section setting At = Taz and 6 = 1. However, due to the variable step sizes, an 

improvement of the stability and error constants can be achieved. 

Proposition 5.5 (Stability estimates for Problem (P-,)) 
The discrete solution {u"} to Problem (P,) is stable in the following sense: 

If « =0 or 
1 

Tmax < OK? (5.40) 

then 

n-1 ; ; n-1 ; 

ur? SE ut ut P+ we DE Ty fue PP 
j=0 j=0 

, 1 (1 = 2etne) (lull? + AU aasv-) (5.41 
forn=1, 2,..., N. 

If. =0 or 
o 

mar ; 5.42 
n 207k — pL (5.42) 

then 

2 021 LS stn 2 ' lu"? < WP Tor += Of Meat TP a, (5.43) 
i-1 HB j=0 7b (=j41 

forn=1, 2,..., N, where 

2a2K — - w= (: _ Genin) (5.44) 

Note, that (5.40) and (5.42) are more restrictive than (5.39), which gave solvabil- 
ity. Furthermore, we have 0 < wu, < 1 in the strongly positive case whereas w; > 1 

for « #0. In addition, we have uw; < Wmar if k #0, where 

207K — - Wmar = (: - Cena nes 

Proof Setting v = ut! in (5.38), we obtain with GARDING’s inequality 

1 

2741 

  

(Jur? _ |u|? 4 |yrtl — un?) + jut ||? kK Jur)? 

  1 L < n+1 . n+l < n+1 )2 By n+1 )2 Sf eller <5 eI + Siu 
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and after summation, it follows for n = 1, 2,... 

n—-1 ; ; n-1 ; 

Jur SO ul uP pe SE Ty [YP 
j=0 j=0 

1 n—-1 ; n—-1 ; 

< |u?|? + ii Ye WANE + 26 DO 4 [WY 
j=0 j=0 

If (5.40), we can apply the discrete GRONWALL lemma Proposition 4.1 (slightly 

changed with resulting inequality (4.6)) and end up with the a priori stability esti- 
mate for n = 1, 2,... 

n-1 n-1 

Ju" + SE ut = ul |? + y Ty41 url]? < [wl + — ji n> Tu WP UE 
j=0 

n-1 n 
1 j 

en ( I] G- zeny (we +o na IE 
j=0 I=j41 i=0 

1 n—-1 ; 

<(1- 2KTmax) |uo|? + y Tj41 || : 
Ht 5=0 

Similarly to (5.10), it holds 

tj+4 2 

Srl 18 < SL ~ (/ Isola) 
j=0 Ti+ 

cro — [ae Pp itar = [Polat < Woe) 

and the assertion (5.41) follows. 
Using the continuous embedding V — H leads to 

1 — 207K, 1 a (wht? un) + eh? sop 
n 

In order to apply the discrete GRONWALL lemma Proposition 3.3 with 0 = 1, we 

have to assume sufficiently small step sizes if « 4 0, i. e. (5.42). We then arrive at 

(5.43). Hf 

Proposition 5.6 (Error estimates for Problem (P,)) 
For the discretization error e", the following estimates hold whenever the exact so- 

lution and the problem’s data are smooth: 

If « =0 or (5.40), then 

n-1 n—-1 

jen + Sole |? + oS T3441 fle? 

2 

< (1—2kT max)” (i: + we | f' — W'lsav-) (5.45) 
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forn=1, 2,..., N. 

If =0 or (5.42), then 

n 2 n—l pt. n 

le"? se? Trt et SP © —uroleat TE (5.46) 
i-1 Spe mG It; I=j41 

forn=1, 2,..., .N, where uy, is given by (5.44). 

Again, we have 0 < uw; < 1 in the strongly positive case and u, > 1 otherwise. 

Also, we have w; < Wmar if k # 0. Finally, we refer to the a priori estimate (5.36) 

for the exact solution that will be proved in the appendix. 

  

Proof Starting with the error equation for n = 0,1,...,N-—1 

1 
(e"*? — ev) tale"*",v) = (pv) WEY, (5.47) 

Tn+1 

where 

  pra PG (FW — WO 
7 Tn+1 tn 

is the consistency error, we follow the steps of the stability analysis. 

Then, we come with « = 0 and (5.40) otherwise to the estimate 

n—-1 n—1 

Jen + Soe Pt Yo 74 Mle |)? 
j=0 j=0 

_ 1 n—-1 ; 

S (1 2etinae)" (1eP +o DE ps eR J 
j=0 

Using the continuous embedding V @ H leads with « = 0 and (5.42) otherwise to 

ny2 02 7 L = 412 1 le"? < le J[a+- S 1 Tile’ | I Cy. 
i=1 H 5=0 l=j+1 

For the consistency error, we have 

        

  

j+1 2 1 ti ! " ° Wor2 < | Peer —urwyae 
Tit. %ty 

1 tj41 tj44 

< =f e-4yrar fro wear 
Ty. Mt; ty 

Tid tj44 

= EP ir —woleat, 
J 

and thus 

= Myo 2 Ta 2 Max / " 

» Tj+1 I|o’* II; < 37 | f' —u II720,.7-v*) : 
j=0 

The assertions follow immediately. # 
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Appendix A priori estimates for Problem (P) 

In the following, we prove the estimates (5.13), (5.36), and (5.37). For this, we shall 
assume higher regularity and hence (higher) compatibility of the data, cf. TEMAM 

[11] and WLoKa [13] for more details. 

However, there are smoothing a priori estimates and correlated smoothing er- 

ror estimates even for rough data not satisfying compatibility and without assuming 

higher regularity of the exact solution. Such estimates rely on the parabolic smooth- 

ing property and use time weights. They will be discussed in detail in a forthcoming 

paper, cf. also HUANG/THOMEE [7] and FusiTa/SuzukI [3]. 

Note furthermore, that the following analysis holds even for non-symmetric a(-, -) 

and A, resp. 

Let uo € V, Aug € H, f € L7(0,T;V), and f’ € L7(0,T;V*). Then, it holds 
u, u’, Au € L7(0,T;V) NC((0, T]; H), and u", Au’ € L7(0,T; V*). 

Since V 4qense V* and V reflexive, it follows from (5.3a) 

(u(t), v) + a(u'(t),v) = (f"(6), v) (A.1) 

for all v € V and almost all ¢ € [0,7]. Therefore, we have with the continuity of 

~ ja(u'(t),) a(u'(t), v 
f(t) — u"() || = sup < Blu’ OI. 

vev\foy | 
Furthermore, GARDING’s inequality leads to 

  

5 aplAult)? — Luce) + pelle COP 

< 5 SlAu(t))? — x |Au(i)? + alw'(t),w/() + 6|u'(t)? 
= (Au'(t), Au(t)) — & (Au(t), Au(t)) + (Au'(t), w'(t)) + 6 (u(t), w'(@) 
= (Au (t), w(t) + Au(t)) + « (w'(t),u!(b)) — & (Au(t), Au(t)) 
= (Au'(t), £()) +6 (u(t), w'() = w (F() — w(t), FO) = w'(®) 
= a(u'(t), f() +26 w(t), FO) — ROP 
< Blu OIF OM + 2Wlle EI |FOlie — LPO? 

< Eiwioi? += isto? +4 wore += vole — eso? 
Ak Lt ! 2 B? 2 2 < Sui? += 000 +(=-5) IFOIR. 
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We should mention that either « = 0 (strongly positive A) and then the last term 

of the right-hand side vanishes or & x 0 with pw < a’« and it holds 

S 5 < . 

pe ph 

With 

< (e°*"| Au(t)?) =e 7" (Flavor — 2k JAu(e)) 

we finally obtain 

d 
or (eM Aut) + ne tulIP < Zor (92 171017 + bo

 4a?k — UL 
2 elif) 

Integration over ¢ gives 

uli)? + fe jul(s) IPs 
< etlau? = feet» (2 i7(o)? +E a2) ds, 

and with 1 < e?*(—9) < e?* for t > s > 0, it follows 

JAu(e)P? +f lu(s)IPas 
4a?K K 2 — pb ce (Awl? +2 (Ilsa +" a llisasnv)) (82) 

The a priori estimate desired then reads as 

[lirs)- welds < @ [ u(s)|Pds 
da?K Bs =H 
—7 * If llz2orv-)} }. (4-3) 

2 
< " e * (aol + i G If llZ20,7-v) + 

which is (5.36). 
If « = 0, we may prove in the same way estimate (5.13), 

8 2 

fist) = wreyftas < © (laa? + = lesa) (A) 
For the a priori estimate of || f" — u’"||;2¢,7;v-), we assume in addition? Aug € 

V, A’'u € A, f’, Af € L°(0,T;V), and f”, Af’ € L*(0,T;V*). By this, we 
have in addition uv”, Au’ € L7(0,T;V) NC([0, 7]; H) and u!”, Au" € L?(0,T; V*). 
Furthermore, it holds (5.3a) and 

(Au'(t),v) + (A°u(t),v) = (Af (i), 0) (A.5a) 
(u"(t),v) + (Au'(t),0) = (f'(4),0) (A.5b) 

>We use the notation A?v := A(Av) € V* for all v € V with Av EV. 
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for all v € V* and almost all t € [0, T] as well as 

(Au"(t),v) + (A?u'(t), v) 

(u(t), v) + (Au"(t), v) 

for all v € V and almost all ¢ € [0, 7]. 
From (A.5d), we immediately obtain 

PO) — uM Ole S Blu"). 

With (A.5a) and (A.5b), we have 

(ul"(t),v) = (f(t), v) — (AF), 0) + (A°u(t), v) (A.5e) 

for all v € V*. Moreover, GARDING’s inequality gives 

sgl Puli? = 6 |Pule)? + alle"? 

  < slau u(t)|? = «AP u(t)? + au" (t), w(t) + |e" (t)/? 

= (A’u'(t), A?u(t)) — « (A?u(t), A?u(t)) + (A(t), u"(t)) + K(u"(t), u(t). 

Setting v = A?u(t) in (A.5c), it follows with (A.5e) 

(Avu'(t), A°u(t)) Af'(t), A°u(t)) — (Au'(t), A°u(t - (Avu(t), Af'(t) — Au"(t)) 
u(t), Af'(t) — Au"(t)) — (F() — Af (t), AF) — wt )) 
—(Aul(t), u(t) + (AP (Et), w(t) + (Ault), £() — Af (t)) 
(AP (t), F(t) — AF (t))- 

With (A.5e), we have furthermore 

(A®u(t), A°u(t)) = (u(t) — f(t) + Af(t), Au) 
= (u(t) — ft) + AF), w(t) — F(t) + AF (t)) 
= (u(t), ul(t)) — 2 (u(t), f(t) — Af (t)) 

sq ltult)P — 6 [APU (ED? + pe |le"(#) |? 

IA
 (Af'(t), u(t) + (Aul(t), F(t) — Af (t)) — (AP (Et), F(t) — AF) 

+2n (ul(t), f(t) — AF) — & (F'(t) — AP (t), Pt) — AF (t)) 

Blu" @|| FON + Ble | NA} — APO + BIL OWMA WH — ALE) 

+2k lu") — AF Olle — 6 1F'O) — AFOP 
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IA
 A jure + [OI +O + WY — AO + FOP 

B ! 2 Lt " 2 6K? ! 2 K ! 2 
+5 IFO — AFOIP + & lle IP + TT IPO) — APO — IPO) — APO 

= Fiwor+§ (1+) rors § + *) ire -aror 
Ki 
— (607k — ‘(t) — Af (t)|[?. +o, (GaP — WF") ~ APOE 

Integration over t leads to 

ule)? + pe [eI ju"(s) Pas 

cP |Aagl? + [etn ( (4%) (rele ie) aro) 
2K + (GaP ~ w) lf(s) ~ AFL) a 
aH 

and we end up with the a priori estimate 

[irts) —utisyiPds < 6? ut(s)tPas 

Bs 38 
< 7° |A?uo/? +8 (1+ LD (lf i202 + |[f'- Afllizo.r.vy) 

2K ' + (Gate ~ a) f= AF) (4.6) 
which is (5.37). 
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